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At-a-glance

Register here!

Build your Design Thinking online facilitation skills through our interactive, live online
course. Supported by our expert coaches, participants will gain the knowledge, experience and
confidence to plan and deliver Design Thinking sessions in an online setting, to begin innovating
collaboratively with remote teams. This is a hands-on course where shared theory is put in
practice right-away.
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Online live
sessions

20% 80% 4.3/5 98.7%
theory

applied theory
& soft skills

Course rating

of alumni
recommend this
course

“The coaches/ facilitators at the Design Thinkers Academy are masters of their art.
Hands down the best training course I’ve been on.”
Bee Heller, The Pioneers
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Discover the program

Register here!

Discover the skills and techniques you need for effective online Design Thinking facilitation.
With personal coaching and feedback throughout, you’ll develop your online Design Thinking
facilitation skills. The course is delivered over 5 live sessions, lasting 2.5 hours each, spread over
a 2 week period. 1 hour of self-directed study in between sessions is required.
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Intro & Set up

Session 1 (2.5 hours)

Introduction to design thinking
facilitation and its key principles.
Key differences and considerations
when facilitating online vs
in-person.
Briefing for upcoming facilitation
practice rounds and allocation
of facilitation opportunities
(each participant has 2 rounds of
facilitation practice throughout the
course, one in each week).
Facilitation choices when planning
an agenda for online delivery.
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Session 2 (2.5 hours)

Session 3 (2.5 hours)

Session 4 (2.5 hours)

Session 5 (2.5 hours)

Online Facilitation Practice & Feedback,
round 3.

Planning for your next
workshop after the course end

Implementation conversation:
Reflections & debrief on personal
plans for your next workshop.

Facilitation in practice

Personal facilitation style, knowing
your comfort zone and when you
may need to stretch your style.
Online Facilitation Practice & Feedback,
rounds 1 & 2.
Energisers, what they are, when
and how to use them.

Key questioning techniques in
facilitation.

Identifying and handling online
disturbances (difficult participants)
using a facilitation intervention
escalation ladder.
Online presence, being intentional
about how you project yourself and
how others see/hear you.

Online Facilitation Practice
& Feedback, rounds 4 & 5.

Online Facilitation Practice &
Feedback, round 6.

Next actions & Wrap-up.

Select your facilitation opportunities

Register here!

Prior knowledge of Design Thinking is required to attend this course. This is a practical course,
focused on sharing the key principles of facilitation, and immediately putting these into practice
in rounds of facilitation and feedback for improvement.
Before the course kick-off, please do review the Design Thinking key methods below and reflect
on which you’d like to facilitate – pick something you find challenging.
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Kick-off
Facilitation opportunities
We’ll allocate 2 methods to

each participant on the
kick-off session.

+
Note: After enrollment, and
before the course kick-off, you will
receive a method menu pdf with
more information on each method
template and key facilitation
instructions as a refresher.
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Discover
Method: Project Planning

Align on key objectives
Method: Hypothesis Amnesty

Offload initial project
assumptions
Method: Stakeholder Map

Visualise a network
of stakeholders
Method: User research
interviews

Prepare guides and
practice interviewing
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Define
Method: Data-to-insight

Research data download
and synthesis
Method: Persona

Create archetypes
of user groups
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Develop
Method: User Journey Map

Diagram your persona’s
experience
Method: Opportunity Statement

Craft a focused brief as a
“How might we…”
Method: Ideation

Create a wide range of
solution options
Method: Idea Prioritisation
& Selection

Prioritise ideas to
develop further
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Deliver
Method: Prototyping
(Storyboarding)

Use storyboarding to
build a prototype
Method: Testing
(Cognitive Walkthrough)

Validate your concept
with your users

Who is it for?
This course is suitable for
people who are new to
facilitation, as well as to
those with some experience
wanting to refine their
facilitation skills for online
delivery. It is for anyone
involved in the planning and
delivery of online Design
Thinking sessions to get
user input through research
or prototyping, to engage
stakeholders to co-create
solutions, or to initiate
others in their Design
Thinking journey.

Register here!

“Consistently high quality
courses delivered by
knowledgeable experts.”

Jatinder, Lead Agile Coach, Sainsbury’s

“This course has allowed
me to improve and refine
my skills of how to plan
and facilitate workshops.
…Now I feel a lot more
confident.”
Harry, UX Service Designer, Transform

“This class will unleash your
potential as a facilitator or
at least make you aware of
your potential.”
	
Christian, VP Sales and Business
Development, Miles
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Meet the team
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Our Faculty of Coaches are expert practitioners at the
forefront of design and innovation. Many coaches balance
leadership roles in business with their teaching for the
Design Thinkers Academy.
David Kester

CO-FOUNDER OF DK&A AND THE
DESIGN THINKERS ACADEMY
LONDON
David Kester leads and advises on
complex innovation projects for
government and industry, pioneering
new ways to turn social and business
challenges into innovation and
enterprise. Formerly chief executive of
both the Design Council and D&AD,
David is also an honorary professor at
Warwick Business School.

Susana Quast Osório
LEARNING DESIGNER

Susana has been guiding teams to
develop new solutions across a variety
of industries and geographies, from
commodity to luxury goods, for clients
including Conrad Hilton Hotels
and Fung Group. Her wide-ranging
experiences help her integrate the best
practices of the design and start-up
worlds, to help corporates innovate.
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Goldie Chaudhuri

Craig Tomkins

Goldie has been a Visiting Tutor for
Innovation Design Engineering and
Global Innovation Design at the Royal
College of Art and with the Dyson School
of Design Engineering at Imperial
College London, having previously
earned an MA/MSc in Innovation Design
Engineering herself. Most recently,
Goldie has been a Research Associate in
Sustainable Design Engineering and a
Designer-in-Residence with the Institute
of Imagination.

Craig has extensive experience of
working as a Service Designer within
design agencies and global management
consultancies. He develops service
prototypes and delivers trend insights
across multiple sectors. Originally
trained as a Transport Designer, Craig
graduated from the Royal College of Art
with a Masters in Service Design. He
shifted his perspective from exploring
vehicles’ aesthetics to users’ humancentred needs.

Jereon van der Weide

Tim Schuurman

Jeroen has an MA in Dutch Theatre,
Film & Communications and is a
specialist in the field of developing
innovative and creative climates within
organizations He works for global
clients including Coca-Cola, Mastercard,
L’Oréal, Volkswagen, ING, Gucci & the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Tim is a management consultant by
profession and one of the founders of
the Design Thinkers Group. Specialising
in bringing innovation culture and
user-centred design principles to large
organisations, he has led projects for
Bosch, SAP and Amsterdam’s Schiphol
Airport. Tim holds a doctorate in
Business Administration.

LEARNING DESIGNER

SENIOR FACILITATOR
& PARTNER, DESIGN THINKERS
ACADEMY GLOBAL

SENIOR SERVICE DESIGNER

CO-OWNER, DESIGN THINKERS
ACADEMY GLOBAL

The details
Technical setup &
requirements

This workshop will take place in
an online setting, via Zoom for
voice and video conferencing,
and via Mural for visual remote
collaboration.
• The best way to access
these tools is via a desktop
computer or laptop with a
strong internet connection
(minimum recommended
speed 1 Mbps).
• Phones and tablets are not
recommended.
• Your computer will need
microphone & webcam
capabilities.
More information will be
provided in a welcome pack,
that will be sent to you before
the course commences.

Register here!

More about
Design Thinking

The impact of design is becoming
more and more recognised,
with recent studies showing
that companies that are most
skilled in executing design
principles achieved 32%
more revenue and 52% more
total returns to shareholders,
whilst design-led companies
outperformed the S&P index by
219% over 10 years.
Have a look at these to
find out more about
Design Thinking:
Harvard Business Review article
Why do we need Design Thinking?,
Harvard Business Review video
A 15 minutes TEDX talk by
Catherine Courage on igniting
creativity
The Power of Design Thinking
with McKinsey
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Price

Exclusive discount price £995
(+ VAT if applicable).
Regular price £1100 (+ VAT if
applicable).

About the Design
Thinkers Academy

We are the Design Thinkers
Academy, a training
organisation for business,
specialising in collaborative
innovation. We bring with us
the systematic methodology of
Design Thinking, a structured
and evidenced approach to
learning. We provide time and
space for teams and individuals
to be inspired and challenged,
to learn by doing and finally,
to strengthen their ability for
creative problem solving. We
organise live courses, online
courses, events, lectures and
personal coaching programs.

Some of the companies who
have attended our courses

Want to know more?
Call our Customer Relationship
Coordinator, Shanna Bent, at:
+44 (0)7552 730 231 or email
info@designthinkersacademy.co.uk

Register here!

